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Abstract
The development of autonomous air vehicles
can be an expensive research pursuit. To al-
leviate some of the nancial burden of this pro-
cess, we have constructed a system consisting
of four winches each attached to a central pod
(the simulated air vehicle) via cables | a cable-
array robot. The system is capable of precisely
controlling the three dimensional position of
the pod allowing eective testing of sensing and
control strategies before experimentation on a
free-ying vehicle. In this paper, we present
a brief overview of the system and provide a
practical control strategy for such a system.
1 Introduction
Over the past several years, the CSIRO Robotics Team
has expended considerable energy into the development
of a low-cost autonomous air vehicle in the form of a
60 size RC helicopter, see e.g. [Buskey et al., 2003]. As
with much of the research in eld robotics, a large pro-
portion of this work has related to solving engineering
problems which, to some extent, has been at the expense
of conducting research. Although most of the engineer-
ing problems have been overcome, including for example
vibration isolation for sensing pods (see e.g. [Dunbabin
et al., 2004]) and the design of a low-cost inertial sensing
unit, experimenting with air vehicles still remains prob-
lematic. Hurdles include the requirement for a skilled
pilot to catch the aircraft in the event of a failure and
the inevitable repair expenses in the case of such failures.
As a means of reducing development time and in-
creasing research productivity, this paper describes a
cable-array robot for air vehicle simulation. Cable-array
robots, also known as cable-driven or cable-suspended
robots, are dened as those robots which control an end-
eector using multiple actuated cables. An example of
such a system is shown in Fig. 1.
Cable-array robots possess several advantages over
traditional serial or parallel robot mechanisms. Firstly,
POD / END−EFFECTOR
CABLE ACTUATORS
Figure 1: An example of a cable-array robot. By chang-
ing the length of the cables, the central pod's position
can be controlled. Diagram adapted from [Bosscher and
Ebert-Upho, 2004a].
cable-array robots can operate over much larger
workspaces and provide higher performance in terms of
relative stiness and speed. They have fewer moving
parts and can handle large loads relative to total robot
weight. Disadvantages of cable-array robots include pos-
sible cable interference, possible inaccuracies at the end-
eector due to cable stretch, limited force application
in the downward direction, and the requirement for an
overhead space.
The application scope of cable-array robots includes:
building and maintenance of large constructions; cranes;
materials processing and handling; clean-up of disaster
sites; monitoring and inspection of built environments;
and humanitarian de-mining. However, the purpose of
the robot described in this paper is to investigate vision-
based control algorithms for aerial vehicles including:
 static/moving target tracking
 autonomous landing pose stabilization
 insect-based navigation strategies
 terrain following and
 collision avoidance
1.1 Literature Review
To constrain an end eector with n degrees of freedom,
cable-array robots require n + 1 cables. In most cases,
gravity can be considered as acting as a `virtual ca-
ble', providing control over additional degrees of free-
dom. There are then two classes of cable-array robots,
constrained and under-constrained systems, depending
on the number of degrees of freedom controlled. As fully
constrained systems require more cables, the available
workspace is reduced due to limited force application
at specic positions in the workspace and the increased
risk of cable interference. Increased computation and
mechanical complexity can also limit the scope of such
systems. An example of a fully constrained system is the
NIST RoboCrane [Albus et al., 1993]. In this system, an
object (end-eector) is suspended by six cables which,
with the addition of the gravity vector, constrains the
six degrees of freedom of the object. Other systems in-
clude the FALCON system of [Kawamura et al., 1995]
and the WARP system [Maeda et al., 1999] both of which
use seven or more cables to completely constrain the de-
grees of freedom for the end-eector.
Under-constrained systems are more popular in the
literature due to their relative simplicity and larger
workspace availability | this is of course at the ex-
pense of degrees of freedom. A striking example of an
under-constrained cable-array robot is the SkyCam sys-
tem [CFInFlight, 2004] used in many sporting arenas
around the world. SkyCam consists of a central pod
housing servo electronics and a camera. The pod is
driven around the stadium with a set of four computer
controlled winches. Control of further degrees of free-
dom in the system has been added by providing on-pod
processing and servoing for controlling the camera's roll,
pitch and yaw, in addition to the position control pro-
vided by the cable-array system.
Besides the SkyCam system, most under-constrained
cable-array robots have been restricted to simulations
and small laboratory experiments. Ebert-Upho et
al. [Bosscher and Ebert-Upho, 2004b; Reichel and
Ebert-Upho, 2004; Bosscher and Ebert-Upho, 2004a;
Riechel et al., 2004] have recently focused on stability
measures and the force feasibility analysis of workspaces
accessible by cable-array robots. However their work
is highly theoretical with no evidence of testing on a
real system. Likewise, Havl ik [ Stefan Havl k, 1999] pre-
sented an under-constrained cable-array system for a
construction application but to date this work has been
limited to theory.
Gorman et al. have provided theoretical work in the
analysis of the dynamics of cable-array robots [Shiang et
al., 1999] and strategies for optimally distributing the
forces amongst the cables [Shiang et al., 2000]. The
force distribution algorithm is formulated as an optimi-
sation problem | computational limitations may pre-
clude real-time operation and results for this work have
been limited to simulations. Later work by the same au-
thors includes the application of a sliding mode controller
to an under-constrained cable-array system [Gorman et
al., 2001]. Results on a relatively small scale, four wire
cable-array system indicate good path tracking with a
relatively straight forward sliding mode controller.
Yanai et al. have presented anti-sway control strate-
gies for the simplest form of the cable-array robot, the
overhead crane [Yanai et al., 2001; 2002]. Compar-
isons of manual control versus their dynamic compensa-
tion method showed a marked improvement in the end-
eector trajectory but the complexity of scaling the al-
gorithm to deal with more than one cable could prove to
be a hurdle for real-time operation.
This paper describes the development of the CSIRO
Air Vehicle Simulator (AVS) system and touches on our
preliminary control strategy for the system. Section 2
describes the system architecture and briey outlines the
winch design. Section 3 briey presents the kinematics
for the case of a four-cable robot, while Section 4 out-
lines the rst attempt at controlling the system. Section
5 presents some concluding remarks and outlines direc-
tions for future research.
2 System Design and Architecture
The AVS is a four wire cable-array system covering a
workspace of approximately 12m long by 8m wide by
6:3m high. The pod position can be controlled by three
winches, the fourth winch is used to increase the avail-
able area of operation. This means that at any one time
there is a redundant cable and a strategy is required
to deal with cable slackness. This section describes the
system architecture and design.
2.1 Architecture
The basic system architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Each
of the four winches consists of a Baldor motor, gear-
box and drum in combination with a Baldor motor-
drive. The motor-drive is commanded and controlled
by a HC12 micro-controller which in turn receives com-
mands from a central controlling computer via CANbus.
The controlling computer gathers all the feedback from
the winches, and, using the system kinematics, estimates
the pod's position. The controlling computer also issues
commands to each of the winches, based upon the feed-
back and on the demands requested from either the podwinch
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Figure 2: The architecture of the AVS system.
or another user. The Dynamic Data Exchange (DDX)
system [Corke et al., 2004] lies at the heart of the soft-
ware architecture allowing the exchange of data between
separately running processes.
Feedback of the system state includes the motor en-
coder, an absolute position obtained from a potentiome-
ter coupled with the winch drum, and cable tension sens-
ing. The HC12 and winch sets are congured to accept
and execute demands on cable tension, position and ve-
locity | this allows for testing of a variety of control
strategies.
2.2 Winch design
The AVS system has been designed to accommodate a
pod load of approximately 10kg and to quickly acceler-
ate to a nominated top speed of approximately 3ms 1 in
any coordinate direction. Brushless motors were found
to provide the right combination of torque and speed
for the application and are coupled with 10:1 planetary
gear-sets to minimise system backlash. When coupled
to the winch drum (which has a diameter of 0:15m),
the system is capable of delivering line speeds of ap-
proximately 3:3ms 1 and a peak line tension of approx-
imately 1750N. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show conceptual
and actual views of a winch unit. The motors are driven
by sinusoidal drives (BALDOR MicroDrive) and are con-
nected to standard 240V power.
The drum is designed to accommodate the full length
of required cable in one layer so as to minimise errors
in cable length estimation introduced by the multi-layer
case. In addition, a spring-loaded roller pushes against
the drum to prevent the cable from jumping o the drum
grooves in the event of loss of cable tension.
The winch assembly and drive units have been de-
signed such that they mount directly onto I-beams and
connect to the central pod via an overhead pulley for
each winch. Fig. 3(c) shows a complete single winch
assembly with its associated HC12 and drive unit as in-
stalled in the testing arena at the CSIRO QCAT site.
Cable tension management
During the design phase, the management of slack ca-
bles was highlighted as a critical issue for which a two-
pronged strategy was devised. The rst strategy was to
manage cable tension via feedback control. The second
was to ensure that the cable would not drop of the winch
drums by the introduction of a spring roller system push-
ing the cable against the drum.
Tension feedback control involved designing mecha-
nisms for the measurement of cable tension. The mo-
tor/gearbox/drum sets have been mounted such that un-
der cable tension, the mounting bracket rotates about a
xed point, if not for two tension bars preventing rota-
tion. These tension bars are strain-gauged and provide(a) Concept
(b) Actual
WINCH ASSEMBLY
HC12/MOTOR−DRIVE
PULLEY
E−STOP
(c) As installed
Figure 3: The winch assembly.
Figure 4: The alternative sensor developed for cable ten-
sion estimation.
an estimate of cable tension. Of course, motor acceler-
ation inuences these measurements but we have found
that a simple median lter eliminates most of these ef-
fects.
An alternative tension sensor was also developed in the
form of a three pulley system as shown in Fig. 4. In this
system, two of the pulleys are xed whilst the third is
mounted such that the tensile force exerted by the cable
on the pulley can be measured, again using strain gauges.
Initial testing of this device indicated that although it
produced less noisy tension measurements, this attribute
was counterbalanced by the added complexity and cost
to the overall system.
In practice, managing cable tensions via feedback was
found to be eective with winches in isolation. However,
when all cables were connected to the pod, the winches
tended to `ght' each other. The second stage of the
cable management strategy, that is the spring roller sys-
tem, has in fact been found to be good enough to prevent
cables from jumping o the drums and tension control
has been discarded.
2.3 The Pod
The AVS pod is essentially a cage which houses the
ight-computer, sensors, and batteries to power all on-
board systems. The design is both light and strong and
provides exibility for carrying or mounting dierent
sensors and components. Once commissioning is com-
plete, the pod will carry as its base conguration:
 miniITX ight computer
 Firewire cameras
 EiMU | a small CSIRO designed Inertial Measur-
ing Unit [Jonathan Roberts and Buskey, 2002]Figure 5: The pod for the AVS which carries the on-
board computer and sensing.
with the facility to t a variety of other sensors and com-
ponents. In terms of on-board power, batteries have
been selected to allow testing for 1 to 2hrs between
charging or battery substitution.
Additionally, the pod has multiple cable attachment
points allowing for testing of dierent control strategies.
For example, is it better to treat the pod as a point mass
or should further degrees of freedom be controlled? Ad-
ditional degrees of freedom could also be controlled by
adding a pan/tilt or similar mechanism as with the Sky-
Cam system mentioned in Section 1.1.
3 System Kinematics
The position of each winch pulley is known a priori and
with the cable length estimates provided from appropri-
ately scaling the motor encoder count, the problem of
estimating the pod position in the work space is one of
trilateration. The dimensions of the workspace are ap-
proximately (referring to Fig. 6):
a = 12m
b = 8m
h = 6:3m
For the case of treating the pod as a point mass, the
length of each cable can be described in terms of the
position of the pod and the position of the associated
pulley point [Gorman et al., 2001]:
l2
i = (x   xi)2 + (y   yi)2 + (z   zi)2 (1)
where (x;y;z) is the pod position and (xi;yi;zi) is the
position of the top of the ith pulley. Here, the origin
of the coordinate system is dened with respect to the
centre of the ground-plane of the workspace.
b
a
h
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l3
l4
z
x
y
(x, y, z)
Figure 6: The geometry of the AVS system. Winches
have been omitted for clarity. Cable lengths are mea-
sured from the top of the pulleys.
The position of each of the pulleys is given by:
(x1;y1;z1) = (
 a
2
;
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2
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 a
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2
;h)
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In terms of cable lengths, given a specied pod posi-
tion (x;y;z), the required lengths (i.e. the inverse kine-
matics) are:
l1 =
q
(x + a
2)2 + (y + b
2)2 + (z   h)2
l2 =
q
(x + a
2)2 + (y   b
2)2 + (z   h)2
l3 =
q
(x   a
2)2 + (y   b
2)2 + (z   h)2
l4 =
q
(x   a
2)2 + (y + b
2)2 + (z   h)2
(2)
These equations can be used to pre-calculate the required
cable lengths for a given pod position. In eect, the
cable lengths will form the state vector for the control
system. Solving for the inverse kinematics requires a
choice of which cables are active, as the system is over-
constrained. Here we choose cables 1, 2, and 3 for which
(x;y;z) are given by:
x = 1
2a
 
l2
2   l2
3

y = 1
2b
 
l2
1   l2
2

z = h  
q
l2
1  
 
x + a
2
2
 
 
y + b
2
2
(3)b
a
z
x
y
(x, y, z)
pulley 1 pulley 2
pulley 3
pulley 4
Figure 7: Switching point for cable control.
Note that the equation for z is left in terms of x and y
and the solution taken for z ensures that z  h. Dieren-
tiating these relations leads to the following expressions
for cable velocity:
_ l1 = 1
l1

_ x
 
x + a
2

+ _ y
 
y + b
2

+ _ z (z   h)

_ l2 = 1
l2

_ x
 
x + a
2

+ _ y
 
y   b
2

+ _ z (z   h)

_ l3 = 1
l3

_ x
 
x   a
2

+ _ y
 
y   b
2

+ _ z (z   h)

_ l4 = 1
l4

_ x
 
x   a
2

+ _ y
 
y + b
2

+ _ z (z   h)

(4)
4 Control
As mentioned previously, assuming the pod acts as a
point mass, at any one time there is a redundant ca-
ble. To select which cables are in control of the pod,
the strategy used here is to divide the workspace into
two triangular prisms where the split is dened by the
diagonal plane connecting pulleys 1 and 3, as illustrated
in Fig. 7. Of course, the workspace could be divided
into four triangular prisms but this increases the num-
ber of switching points in the system which could lead
to additional chattering type problems.
There are two modes of pod control, position and ve-
locity. Each case results in a series of cable velocity de-
mands which are then sent over CANbus to the individ-
ual winches. Position control is simply a further loop
around the velocity control and thus velocity control is
discussed rst.
4.1 Velocity control
In velocity control, a user species Cartesian velocities
which are then converted to cable velocity demands. Ini-
tially, the Jacobian type approach, as given in Equation
4, was used. However, it was found that this strategy
lead to signicant drift type problems in which the re-
dundant cable would become too slack after some period
of operation.
An alternative strategy has since been implemented
in which cable velocities are calculated in terms of posi-
tion/cable length errors. That is, given a specied Carte-
sian velocity, ( _ x; _ y; _ z), and knowledge of the pod's
present position, an estimate of where the pod should
be at the next time step is calculated. Cable lengths
are calculated at the estimated future position, from
which cable velocities can be calculated (given knowl-
edge of the control loop cycle time and the present ca-
ble length). Mathematically, the pod's present cable
lengths, lt
i, are measured, from which the pod's Cartesian
position, (xt;yt;zt) can be calculated through Equation
3. Thus, given a set of Cartesian velocity demands, we
can estimate the pod's position at time t + t:
xt+t = xt + _ xt (5)
yt+t = yt + _ yt (6)
zt+t = zt + _ zt (7)
Cable lengths are then calculated at the estimated posi-
tion via Equation 2. Cable velocities can then be found:
_ li =
li
t+t   lt
i
t
(8)
Pod motion resulting from these equations is ex-
tremely smooth, as can be seen in Video 1.
4.2 Position control
Position control allows for the attainment of a user spec-
ied desired pod position together with a maximum ve-
locity. This is implemented as a loop around the ve-
locity controller described above, in which a trapezoidal
velocity prole is found from the initial and demanded
positions.
Experiments prove the eectiveness of this rather sim-
plistic control approach. Fig. 8 shows the trajectory of
the pod given a demanded position, while the evolution
of cable lengths is shown in Figure 9. The rst mo-
tion was specied to occur with a maximum velocity of
0:3m=s, while the second motion has a maximum ve-
locity of 0:4m=s. The motion is smooth and relatively
accurate although it must be remembered that position
is calculated from cable length and hence will inherit any
inaccuracies in cable length measurement.
5 Conclusion
The development of autonomous air vehicles can be an
expensive and frustrating task due to reliability issues
and the catastrophic cost of any failure. Cable-array
robots provide an ideal testing platform for autonomous0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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taining the pod position of Fig. 8.
air vehicles as they allow an excellent range of motion
and provide good position control. Testing can proceed
without the risk of damage to expensive aircraft compo-
nents or the need for a suitably qualied testing pilot.
This paper has presented the design and implemen-
tation of a four cable system which currently allows for
control over three degrees of freedom. The system is
currently undergoing commissioning. Further research
will include testing and development of suitable control
strategies for the AVS and the investigation of constrain-
ing further degrees of freedom in the system. It is en-
visaged that this platform will provide for much further
research in autonomous air vehicle sensing and control.
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